think about sex"; -"pornography has made sex more violent"; -pornography has changed women's self-perception and made them insecure about some of the most essential parts of their being; -"sex has been sped up beyond all recognition", sexual foreplay is becoming abandoned; -there is much less real sex than before, people are becoming bored with it, some turn asexual (Yawar 2006) . engaged in creating pornography no longer claim that they are occupied with just entertainment or art -that is: something completely different from porn -they consider themselves creators of pornographic entertainment or art. This assumption can help in overcoming the definitional disputes which arise when one attempts to discuss various aspects of pornography. Instead of stating what pornography is, searching for determinants, borderlines and models, one can rely on the self-identification of people involved in the making of pornography. Pornographic materials bear such a name because it has been given to them by their creators themselves, creators who self-identify themselves -not infrequently -exactly as pornographers. Therefore, it can be assumed that pornography is that, which its creators consider and label as pornography. With that assumption made, the unclear and disputable area becomes limited and less significant. Porn stars have so far become famous celebrities (for instance: Jenna Jameson);
however, up till now they have not reached areas so far away from pornography as experimental music, while not abandoning their porn career and even combining those distinct activities. It is yet another step towards a full emancipation of pornography, its departure from the shameful and private domain and entry into the field of popular culture.
This emancipation is taking place in the more and more hardcore (but still legal) spheres of pornography 3 . What "Playboy" has accomplished for soft-core pornography, young actresses (such as Sasha Grey) are doing for the hardcore genres.
American feminists have discussed changes that occurred in the looks of actresses starring in porn films at the turn of the 21 st century. The merit of the discussion was the controversy whether transition from grotesque women with silicone breast implants to the "girl next door" had restored the real appearance of a women's body in pornography. What has been kept aside in the dispute is the fact that a major shift had occurred in the appearance of the most popular actresses, which rather means that an earlier unappreciated genre of film pornography had risen to popularity. One can come across large and small-breasted actresses alike, slim, obese (even pathologically), etc. Pornography has not only become a more and more appreciated and accepted genre of popular culture, it has also split (and is still splitting)
into genres specific only to this field.
The separation of pornography from sex, its enormous popularity and autonomy as a medium (as proven by its division into genres) reveal that pornography has reached the final, fourth phase of the image set by J. Baudrillard: "it has no relation to any reality whatsoever; it is its own pure simulacrum" (Baudrillard 1995, p. 6) . It can also be assigned to the third of J.
Baudrillard's orders of simulacra: "simulacra of simulation, founded on information, the model, the cybernetic game -total operationality, hyperreality, aim of total control" (Baudrillard 1995, p. 118 ). Pornography's way of accomplishing this ultimate stage was the separation of the image of sex from an actual coitus. Image and sound had been separated from smell and touch associated with sexual intercourse. Then they were transformed into a digital file, a picture or a film set in two dimensions, which can be further manipulated. The growth of the pornographic industry, divided into genres, has given pornography selfsufficiency, the potential of self-reference, allusions which are possible and understood only within it. The expansion of Internet has brought pornography to the furthest parts of the world and ensured its constant progress and popularity. However, there is no real sexual intercourse behind this phenomenon anymore.
As W. Godzic points out, early pornographic films ("stag films" as they used to be called) were not supposed to lead to sexual satisfaction and fulfillment -they were supposed to serve only as a stimulus towards further actions (they were screened usually in brothels and at the end of the showing, and captions asked the audience to "take care of the girls"). In those films visual pleasure oscillated between masculine pleasure earned from articulation of the desire of possessing the feminine body and (ever unattainable) identification with the male protagonist (Godzic 1996, p. 72) . Currently N. Wolf describes how pornography replaces the realization of sexual needs in the real world. The history of pornography can thus be perceived as registration of the breaking away of meaning and expansion of simulationhistory of a sign which annihilates the sense which had been primarily attributed to it.
A phenomenon's presence in the world of internet memes can be treated as a determinant of its rooting in postmodern popular culture. The concept of the internet meme originates from the concept of the meme itself which was introduced into academic discourse by R. Dawkins in the famous book Selfish Gene. The meme is a basic unit of cultural evolution analogical to the gene in biological evolution (Dawkins 2006, pp. 189-201) . The internet meme has no significance to the evolution of the human species, although it is connected to the growth of the internet itself. It is but an entity (a single image, a sequence of images, a word or a sentence) circulating throughout the world wide web, which -when evoked in an unusual situation or just alluded to -has a predominantly comic effect, understood only by internet users familiar with the associated topic. Just as understanding humor based on the play of words is an evidence of a good knowledge of a foreign language, so is the understanding of internet meme-based humor a symptom of familiarity with the cyberspace.
One of the most popular entertainments of Polish internet users (at the time of writing this paper) is creating, reading and commenting on the so-called "demotivators" -which are parodies of motivators based on sarcasm and black humor, derived from American popular culture. They often allude to current issues or commonly known persons -above all internet memes. Demotivators posted on the most popular Polish website dedicated to this kind of entertainment (Demotywatory.pl) often alluded to one of the sites providing free access to pornographic films -namely RedTube. One of the demotivators featured one of the young generation American porn actresses: Michelle Anne Sinclair (who goes by the stage name "Belladonna"). Other illusions have also appeared to pornography and its viewing, although it is not a main issue covered by Polish demotivators. It must nevertheless be emphasized that they are severely moderated. On the Russian website dedicated to demotivators (Demotivation.ru), where there are no such restrictions, pornography (especially the hardcore type) is one of the most common topics (besides, for instance, anti-Semitism or mockery of 4 The esoteric can be hidden not necessarily by a sophisticated system of initiation or an actual personal hierarchy within a secret society. The esoteric perception of reality can be unavailable for an ordinary man only because of its high level of abstraction of the doctrine and the level of knowledge necessary for its understanding. This situation occurs for instance in the case of Hinduism, where the teachings of, for example, the Advaita Vedanta school are not hidden from anyone, however they are difficult to comprehend without solid theoretical background.
R. Tolkien which have been expressed in his novels and private correspondence. The latter of the aforementioned discourses I propose to name "traditionalist". Its exponents are joined exactly by traditionalism 5 , the appreciation of mythic and symbolic thinking and perception of reality, pessimistic historiosophy or the belief in the primacy of spirit over matter. It must be emphasized that traditionalists separate themselves from optimistic spiritism; indeed they condemn it as a pseudo-religion (Eliade 1978, 65-67) . Traditionalists do not see an opportunity of world revival without the occurrence of a cataclysm annihilating corrupt reality. They glance into the past, not the future -they invoke Old Age, not New Age.
The two major exponents of the traditionalist school (R. Guénon and J. Evola) have been mocked by Umberto Eco in the novel Foucault's Pendulum (Eco 1989, pp. 141, 202, 421) . This author ranks them among charlatans, prattlers and mythomaniacs active from time immemorial. However, another humanities authority can be alleged here: namely M. Eliade, who presents R. Guénon as a representative of traditional esotericism. He discusses R.
Guénon's radical criticism of theosophy and other spiritist doctrines, underlining that it has been educed from the traditional esoteric stance (Eliade 1978, pp. 66-68) . Argument concerning those characters reveals how controversial they are, concurrently proving that they The dispute between M. Eliade and U. Eco may have much deeper causes deriving from the afore-accepted worldviews. Traditionalists attacked such ideas as equality, democracy, humanism, secularization or progress, which seem very close to U. Eco. In this field M. Eliade and his revered appreciation of religion, mythology and archaic perception of reality was much more at home with the traditionalist. The political dimension of this argument must not be forgotten. R. Guénon did not take any side in the contemporary political disputes; however, he never denied considering hierarchical systems of power (theocracy and monarchy) as the best. On the other hand, J. Evola attempted to cooperate with the Italian fascist state and the German national socialist regime. Later on he confessed to considering those attempts as mistakes, nevertheless he criticized those systems from the rightist positions and he never ceased to be a reactionary and the proponent of the restoration of the Roman empire. U. Eco can certainly be considered an exponent of the Italian liberal democratic left, for which J. Evola will always remain a villain of national history. It is yet another feature distancing him from M. Eliade, who during mid-war years sympathized with the Romanian Iron Guard (Garda de Fier) and the Legion Of Archangel Michael (Legiunea Arhanghelul Mihail) , and who has later on supported the French New Right (Nouvelle Droite). It is also noteworthy that M. Eliade has co-edited the periodical "Antaios", whose collaborators were among others E. Jünger, exponent of the German conservative revolution, and J. Evola. Gott allein weiß es. But there is moment, there is time, there is the beat of a heart and the jingle of a star when it eventually occurs. A black, black night" (Dugin, Пост Модерн?).
